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Wellington Street, 1898.

Point Walter, Swan River, W.A. Inscribed on back 'A
Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year to you'.
To dear old friends I wishes send
That happiness may never end
May every year that comes and goes
Fresh veins of joy and bliss disclose.
Every Good Wish for
A Bright and
Happy Christmas.
In the Land of the Wattle, 1900.

Christmas card

A Merry Xmas from the Eucla Post and Telegraph Office,
1889 with Station Master Albert Dawkins.

Council News
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At its meeting held on 10 November business included the
following where Council

History in the City
Loraine Carter’s talk on 2 November on Perth’s
manufacturing factories in 1900 revived many
memories. In 1900, hundred of factories in WA
supplied nearly all our industrial needs and gave
employment to thousands of WA’s residents. These
included breweries, providers of soft drinks, icecream,
biscuits, cakes and many other everyday items. Loraine
told us how Mills and Wares, started by Mr Mills, was
housed in a small shop in Subiaco; then when Henry
Ware, an accountant came to WA, they teamed up and
moved to Fremantle. Arnotts later bought a controlling
interest. Another example was the Plaistowe family
who started in Fitzgerald Street, North Perth and then
moved to West Perth. Many ventures started in old
backyards, often in the washhouse, before becoming
better established. North Fremantle became a popular
place for factories and it was here that Australian
Soaps set up. This firm also made candles and different
cleaning products.

• welcomed new members – Bruce & Alison
Brown, Ursula Ladzinski, Darren O’Connell;
• welcomed Alan Abraham CPA as an observer;
• co-opted and welcomed Dr Nonja Peters to Council
2016/17;
• heard a report from Immediate Past President Sally Anne
Hasluck on the study being conducted by Mark Williams,
Donorcentricity Pty Ltd, of a number of key interviewees
in relation to the Community History Centre planning;
• noted the Society’s planned application to Catalyst
Australian Arts and Culture Fund for a project officer for
the Community History Centre project;
• accepted Dr Nonja Peters’ suggestion for a Home and
Hostland Shared Heritage project to be initiated in 2017
with an identified migrant group;

Loraine had many old containers on display, including
a Plaistowes tin with a large handle, Peters icecream
container, Mills and Wares Plum Pudding in its tin,
Federal Tinware Company, which had set up in Roe
Street before 1900, a Boans butterfly sprinkler,
Redcastle Brewing and Weaver and Lock. Most people
remembered Bairds, a company with a building
running from Wellington Street to Murray Street,
which made its own furniture. This building still exists.
Peters Icecream was situated in Roe Street with the
iceworks on the bottom floor and the Ice Cream section
on a higher floor. These were just a small sample of the
factories mentioned and which feature in her book.

• endorsed an updated Disaster Preparedness Plan;
• endorsed the expenditure for reinforcement of the
Library’s ceiling;
• reported the acquittal of two grants –Lotterywest’s travel
grant for members outside the metro area to attend the
RWAHS Affiliated Societies State History Conference
and a WA History Foundation grant to conserve and
digitise the Library’s 19th century glass plate image
collection;
• endorsed Neil Foley as the Society’s representative on the
History Council of WA;
• welcomed the news that the Federation of Australian
Historical Societies Inc’s delegates Robert Nicholson and
Helen Henderson will continue with Helen Henderson as
secretary and Nick Drew as treasurer .

History in the City talks resume for 2017 on
Wednesday 1 March. Our speaker will be Ber nice
Barry – Georgiana Molloy: The mind that shines. Join
us at 2pm at the Citiplace Community Centre on Perth
Railway Concourse. Donation $5 entry with afternoon
tea, all welcome.

Lennie McCall

Lorraine Tholet

GIANT SECONDHAND BOOKSALE 2017
TWO BIG DAYS – Saturday 1 April & Sunday 2 April

Early Days
Early Days 2015 was officially launched on 19 October by the President Hon.
Bob Nicholson and everyone joined in congratulating the editor Dr Steve
Errington. The talks you enjoyed in 2015 are now set down in print to read at
your leisure. Our thanks to Steve!

Early Days is available for collection from Stirling House when you next visit.
If this is not convenient, your copy will be posted to you before the Christmas
holiday begins.
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An October Walk around
Lake Claremont

the area is a challenge for the Friends to try to
establish.
A big thank you to our guides and members who came
on what was quite a longish stroll around an interesting
part of Perth’s history.

Given the unpredictable weather we have been having
this year, how lucky we were to have a nice coolish day
for the morning walk around Lake Claremont guided by
the knowledgeable folk from the Friends of Lake
Claremont. Our two guides were the Convenor of the
Friends Group, Heidi Hardisty, and member Greg
Simpson. It was a special treat that, as well as Heidi’s
comprehensive ecological approach, we also had Greg
sharing his immense historical knowledge of the Lake,
including what to believe or not. As Greg reported, there
are many stories about the history of the Lake, some of
which are not true. One example was a story that
Afghan cameleers planted the palms, which was not the
case; they were planted as part of the golf course.

Dr Kerry Smith, Chair Tours, Events &
Promotions and Marketing Committee

Royal Show 2016

This year Lesley came up with the idea of running a
competition aimed at children. A list was made up of
snippets from some of the display photographs that
participants had to match with the full-sized photos.
The competition was very popular and, in fact, a
hundred correct answers were handed in. Pamela
Statham Drew was so impressed by the enthusiasm of
the youngsters that she generously donated $200 for
prize money. This will be used to give selected winners
an A3 copy of the photograph of their choice (as
nominated on their entry form).

The group assembles.

Only one Tuart (Eucalyptus gomphocephala) has been
located with a Noongar scar on it even though the Lake
area was an important part of Noongar life until around
the 1930s. There are many issues to do with the
ecological treatment of the Lake, including an attempt
to control pests, e.g. mosquitoes, which lead to the
introduction of even more pests. In the 1950s the Lake
was a horrible stinking hole as it was a septic dump
and then the Town of Claremont decided to use it as a
rubbish tip which lasted until the late 1960s. The golf
course opened in the 1970s. The fact that endemic
native species are able to grow there, when there is no
record of where the rubbish pits are actually located
and much of the natural soil has been tampered with, is
a miracle. In fact just what might have been endemic to

It was pleasing to hear that descendants from two
founding families made themselves known to our
volunteers. The descendants were Roe and Stone
family members. They were delighted that the Society
was keeping alive their family histories in photographs
and books. Thanks to Marsha and Ally.

This year all enlarging photoshop and printing of
display photos was done in-house using the Museum
Committee’s A3 printer and computer, thanks to the
zealous work of Dave Melvin. Wife Barbara
generously stepped in to give invaluable help when the
deadline was fast approaching. Marsha put together a
collage of histories of WA town names and got stuck
into caption research. Barry was flat-out making up the
captions and printing them out. Our thanks also to
Library staff for ferreting out original photos when
needed for re-scanning and their help in general. Also
thanks to Mike Taylor for donating engineering display
-ready photos used in the exhibition.
Books again sold well. Thanks to Glenda and Marie for
gathering them together and to the volunteers who
made it all possible. See you all again next year.

Greg Simpson and Heidi Hardisty at one
of the many stops around the Lake.

Kerry Eivers
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Western Land exhibition – community talk
A history of the VOC and Voyager Estate

any company brand. The trademark
came to WA when Voyager Estate
acquired usage rights – for some
categories of produce (notably wines) in
some parts of the world.

On 26 October the Society was delighted to welcome
Alexandra Burt, Managing Dir ector of Voyager
Estate, to talk about the history of the United East India
Company (V ereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie) or
VOC and its connections to the family’s Voyager
Estate winery in Margaret River. A large crowd
enjoyed Voyager Estate wine and dukkah before
settling down for an absorbing talk.

Alex’s father Michael Wright (1937-2012) took his
family’s farming tradition into wine making and
became dedicated to developing Voyager Estate as a
high-quality and special enterprise. He was greatly
impressed by the long tradition of Cape Dutch wine
making, particularly at Groot Constantia, and decided
that his winery would have Cape Dutch architecture
and landscaped gardens. Voyager Estate also aims for
environmental sustainability to ensure its long-term
future and a good environmental future for its land.

Alex & Julian Burt
Alex began with the business history of the VOC,
established in 1603 when the Dutch Republic had just
won its independence from Spain. The VOC was the
world’s first joint stock company, enabling it to access
the finance it needed to develop the business.
For European powers in the 17th century, wealth lay in
trade and the Netherlands gave VOC a trading
monopoly of the whole Asian region. Its trade and
power centred on the East Indies, and its growing
wealth funded a golden age in the Netherlands.

The Society is particularly grateful to Voyager Estate
for its loans to our W estern Land exhibition of a 1737
VOC trunk which was supplied to employees at the
trading outposts in Asia and South Africa to hold
documents and personal items securely, and also a
replica plate of VOC porcelain ware. Our thanks to
Voyager Estate for its generosity.

The VOC trademark was registered in 1603. It badged
company property – cannons, coinage, ceramics,
buildings and the trunks of employees. Experts in
business brands regard it as one of the best designed of

Don’t forget to visit and enjoy Voyager Estate winery,
gardens and restaurant when you are next in the district.
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features. Sparkling crystal bead clusters and faux pearls
decorate the delicate net panniers which fall over the
hips and fasten at the back. Panniers and beadwork
trims were in vogue for wedding dresses during the
1890s, trends credited to the Parisian couturier Charles
Frederick Worth.

A Pioneer’s Wedding Gown
Long considered a pillar of society, marriage proffers
hopes of romance and happiness, but one nineteenthcentury bride saw the event as ‘a sad, sour, sober
beverage’ while another thought it ‘too chancey’. This
was an apt description of a wedding in the colony when
it was discovered too late that a male convict standing
proxy for a pregnant bride’s father had been
transported for cutting off his own wife’s head; the
bridegroom was also arrested three weeks after the
wedding on suspicion of murder.

Catherine’s gown is fragile and therefore can’t be
removed from its box. It is high on the priority list of
gowns awaiting conservation work.
The maker of
Catherine’s
dress is
unknown.
Maybe a local
dressmaker
copied it from
Harper’s
Bazaar. There
was a
Catherine MacKay’s wedding dress
dressmaker
working in Roebourne in 1892; and a horse-drawn
tramway linked Roebourne to Cossack, making stores
accessible to isolated townsfolk.

For nervous brides it wasn’t only the risk with the
bridegroom, there was also the dress and a climate
invariably at odds with fashionable wedding gowns.
When Mrs Wiles married in Boulder in 1903 she wore
an eight-piece heavy cream satin Belle Epoch gown with
corsets tightly laced to achieve the fashionable S-bend
shape, while outside the temperature soared to 116°F.
Hot or not, Euphemia
Drummond of Toodyay had
no wedding gown to wear
on her big day; her brothers
had burnt it, hoping to stop
her marrying ‘down’ to the
family shepherd.

In Perth and Fremantle, Bon Marche and Highams
imported wedding dresses from London and Paris, and
in 1894 Boans Bros debuted ready-made wedding
gowns. The first was sold to Mabel Urch for her
marriage to James Peet. All shops offered the services
of in-store dressmakers, one customer recollecting
buying fabric in the morning from Boans, having a
fitting in the afternoon and receiving delivery of the
dress by 10am the next day.

One wedding gown in the
collection with historic links
to the pioneering northwest
was worn by Catherine
MacKay at her marriage to
William Cusack in
Roebourne in July 1892.
William, the son of an Irish
doctor, was jackeroo and
Mrs E. Wiles’ elaborate
blacksmith on Ithernura
wedding dress
Station, and Catherine the
daughter of wealthy pioneer Donald MacKay of
Mundabullangana (Munda) and Roy Hill Stations with
pearling, grazing and racehorse breeding interests.
Catherine lived on Munda before her wedding and
brought Tambrey Station to her marriage as her dowry.
But Tambrey had no homestead, so William built one
with mud bricks made from anthills and spinifex,
bound with sheep dags, a corrugated iron roof and
timbers cut from local trees for the wide verandahs,
finished in time for the birth of their first son Tom.

Catherine MacKay

As a widow in the 1920s,
Catherine Cusack entertained
often at Benmore, her Midland
home, and frequently travelled.
Her blue silk opera coat carries
a ‘Made in France’ label. Social
commentators mentioned her
elegant outfits; for a wedding ‘a
chic frock of black velvet with a
smart little black hat touched
with white’; and at a Savoy
Hotel reception ‘a black chiffon
flared ankle length skirt forming
innumerable little flutings...
[with] geometrical rhinestone
motif around the waistline’.

Catherine’s ivory silk wedding
gown was high fashion for its
day, with a close-fitting
silhouette designed to exaggerate
the figure-hugging princess line,
a current trend from Paris. The
raised empire waistline, panniers
and fit-and-flare spangled
sleeves are historic fashion

Lang Hancock bought Tambrey
Station in 1949 for £50,000 and
sold it a year later. Crumbling
relics are all that remain of
William and Catherine Cusack’s homestead where
their six children were born but Catherine’s wedding
gown survives, a reminder of her pioneering days.
Catherine Cusack’s
opera coat

Jo Pearson
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Noongar Camps in the Shared
History of our Suburbs

1970s, collecting freshwater from Neerigen Brook. In
the 1970s there were usually about a dozen people
there. According to the Dept of Community Welfare,
there was some trouble with the Shire at this time, but
Community Welfare negotiated for the camps to stay.
The camps were always very clean.

A highlight of Armadale-Kelmscott’s recent State
History conference was a talk by Dr Denise Cook
which explored the history of the Noongar camps that
were part of Perth life until recent years. Denise has
worked for South West Aboriginal Land and Sea
Council and undertook this work for her doctoral
thesis at Murdoch University. For her talk she focused
on camps in the Armadale area.

Cecilia Little’s mum camped at Neerigen Brook in the
1970s. This camp is known to her family as Snake
Gully. Cecilia’s mum had 17 kids but most of them
were taken away to missions. She mainly lived in
camps between Mandurah and Pinjarra but later went
to Armadale. She used to love walking. She was on a
pension; but previously worked bean stick cutting, and
grape picking in Caversham. In 1975, when she was
living at the camp, she had a heart attack and died. She
was only 48. After that, everyone left the camp.
[Permission: Cecilia Little]

The Noongar camps are an important, relatively
unknown aspect of the shared history of our suburbs.
Some were temporary, others long-term structures.
Noongar country is in the southwest of WA, from north
of Jurien Bay to east of Esperance. Aboriginal people
from other places also lived in the Perth camps. Some
came for work, to visit family or for medical treatment;
others were sent to missions or prison and stayed.

David William Nannup lived in a camp at Armadale in
1941. On a Thursday night in April, he was seen by a
policeman on James St in Perth and searched. He was
found to be carrying a bottle of wine. That was illegal
for an Aboriginal person so he was arrested. Nannup
argued that he wasn’t a native so shouldn’t be covered
by the Native A dministration A ct. However, after
Aborigines Department files were consulted, he was
found guilty and fined £1 with 3/6 costs. [Permission:
Harry Nannup, David’s grandson]
Forrestdale Lake camps
This was a source of turtles for people from Armadale,
Pinjarra and Mandurah. Camps were on the northwestern edge under the melaleuca scrub. Some people
stayed for long periods of time.

Camp at Lake Monger, 1923.
Permission: Whadjuk Working Party. SLWA 54500P

In researching and telling these stories it is important to
follow Aboriginal cultural protocols because the way
cross-cultural research is done is just as important as
the information that is uncovered. Maori educator
Linda Tuhiwai Smith points out that, when
researching, ‘it is critical that researchers recognise the
power dynamic which is embedded in the relationship
with their subjects’. For my recent PhD about camps in
Fremantle and the western suburbs, I followed the
Noongar Consultation Protocol Guidelines. Its key
elements are: free, prior and informed consent; mutual
respect; relationship building; acknowledgement of
Noongar country, culture, knowledge and expertise;
understanding Noongars live their culture; respecting
women’s and men’s business; early engagement;
realistic timeframes; obtaining permissions; sharing
resources; acknowledgement of country; respect of
intellectual property rights; confidentiality; and
showing results.

Harry Nannup remembers
Forrestdale as one of their main
camps. They also camped at the
back of Jandakot, from Bibra Lake
to Armadale, and in the
Serpentine, Mundijong, and
Mandurah areas. They lived off
turtles and gilgies in the lakes.
David worked at Alcoa Refinery
in Kwinana. Only one or two
Harry Nannup.
relations had Citizenship Rights
and could buy grog. Otherwise
they had to look for a whitefella (nicknamed a dog) to
fetch it. [Permission: Harry Nannup]

Armadale camps
After researching in the archives and talking to families
connected to this area, I found four Noongar camp sites
registered under the A boriginal Heritage A ct 1972.
These are at Neerigen Brook; Forrestdale Lake;
Southern River; and at the Forrestdale wetlands (on the
west side of Tonkin Hwy, south of Ranford Rd).

References
Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies:
Research and Indigenous Peoples, 2012.
SWALSC, Noongar Consultation Protocol Guidelines: Swan
and Canning Rivers Iconic Trails Project.
R. O’Connor, C. Bodney & L. Little, ‘Preliminary Report on
the Survey of Aboriginal Areas of Significance in the Perth
Metropolitan and Murray River Regions’, 1985.
A. O’Rourke, ‘Aboriginal Homelessness in the Armadale
Area’, Dept of Community Welfare, 1976.
Mirror 26 Apr. 1941; West Australian 30 Apr.1941.

If you are interested in doing similar research, start
with your local Aboriginal organisation, local council,
Dept of Aboriginal Affairs and South West Aboriginal
Land and Sea Council.

Neerigen Brook camps
Camps were in the right hand bend of Albany
Highway, just out of Armadale, adjoining Pioneer
Village. Families lived there from the 1930s to the

Dr Denise Cook
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Affiliates News

At the Launch of
The Life and Times of Dirk Hartog
by Phillip Playford, Robert Cribb,
Greetje Bouma and Cor Boer

Albany Historical Society’s magazine tells us of
Albany’s early hotels with some wonderful images to
illuminate the text.
Busselton Historical Society makes good use of
TROVE to highlight the reminiscences of Mrs Frances
Cookworthy who arrived at the Vasse as a five-yearold in 1838 and died there in 1928. She recalled a time
when American traders and whalers supplied casks of
biscuits, which the colonists were delighted to
exchange for fresh butter and other produce. Molasses
and clothes also came from the USA and products from
the East Indies (Indonesia). These stories remind us of
what a treasure trove the old W estern Mail is.
The Little Bottler, newsletter of the Colonial Bottle &
Collectors Club, tells of the splendor of the Wagin
Hotel, built in 1900 and now on the State Register of
Heritage Places. A splendid whisky decanter offered
the hotel’s ‘Special House Blend: 10 Years Old’,
distilled at Dalwhinnie Distillery in Scotland.
Denmark Historical Society member s have been
busy remodeling their museum. Do pay them a visit if
you are in the attractive town over summer. The
Society is also trying to save Denmark’s Infant Health
Centre building. It took the community 18 years to
raise the funds to obtain the government grant for the
building. It now faces demolition because of neglect,
the fate of too many of the buildings that past residents
have struggled to build throughout the state.
City of South Perth Historical Society r epor ts on
the fate of Ramahyuck, the former residence of Perth
Zoo Director, Colonel Le Souef and his family. Built in
1903, the stately stone mansion looking across Perth
water survived only until 1958 when demolition was
ordered because of water and other damage. This
seems to our eyes an odd decision and it would be
good to know more about it.
Not surprisingly, the VOC Historical Society’s November
newsletter has extended coverage of the commemorations
at Denham to mark the 400th anniversary of Dirk Hartog’s
landing on 25 October 1616.
Walpole, Nornalup & District Historical Society is
enjoying life in its new office, storage and meeting
room within the Walpole Community Centre. It is the
first time the Society has been able to store its
collection in one place and have an office/work area to
hold meetings and enjoy a chat and a cuppa.

Society President the Hon. Robert Nicholson introduces
proceedings. The Governor, Her Excellency the Hon. Kerry
Sanderson, authors Phillip Playford, Greetje Bouma, Cor Boer and
the Honorary Consul for the Netherlands, Arnold Stroobach.

Her Excellency is presented with a copy of the book by Hon. Bob Nicholson

Dr Nonja Peters & Professor Emeritus Alan Robson

***********
2016 is the centenary of the foundation of King
Edward Memorial Hospital for Women (KEMH).
The Alumni commissioned a history and two of our
members, Jennie and Bevan Carter, have written about
the century of King Eddies’ life. We will be reviewing
the book early next year; in the meantime, if you wish
to purchase a copy, ring the hospital on 9340 2222.

Greetje & Cor signing copies
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Patrick Cornish and David Hough, Encore:
Obituaries of 50 West Australians, Patrick Cornish &
David Hough, Perth, 2016. 97 pp. In Library. SP $50.

wheatbelt’, stretched from 1893 to 2000, while Sr
Francis Dunne’s unusual work was in the Kimberley,
including the leprosarium in Derby.

Reviewer: Clement Mulcahy

The authors have woven the storyline of each
subject into the rich texture of daily life in Western
Australian homes, businesses, professions, and
cultural and recreational endeavours.

Encore’s format is redolent of
an earlier era. Graphic designer
Joanne West Cornish has
constructed a photographic
essay to complement the word
pictures crafted by the authors.
The Edwardian fashions are
there, as are academic gowns,
the wardrobe of professional
women and the comfortable
attire of the aged. The decorated
war heroes and the resolute faces of those in business
are depicted, as are those from the sports arena.

Andrew Pittaway, Fremantle Voices of the Great
War: A History of Fremantle People who served in
the Great War of 1914-1919, Fremantle, 2015. 580
pp. Illustrations, maps, portraits, bibliographic
references and Fremantle names index. In Library.
SP $50 MP $47.

Reviewer: Heather Campbell
This book tells the story of
many of the 300 men and
women from the Fremantle
district who served in the Great
War. As the soldiers travel
from enlistment and
embarkation to Egypt,
Gallipoli, France, Britain and
Europe, the reader joins them
by way of narratives taken
from letters, diaries, official accounts, post-war
reminiscences, and oral and unit histories.

The obituaries were selected from among those
published by the two journalists in The West Australian
between 2000 and 2015, and the evocative title invites
the reader to again applaud the endeavours of people
who were once eulogised by family and friends. The
personalities and deeds of the deceased return to centre
stage; but, while respectful of the circumstances that
may have surrounded their deaths or shaped their lives,
the sensitive accounts are not hagiographies. They
provide perception and invite admiration.

Chapters cover individual campaigns, battles in
miserable conditions, the final battle and the end of the
war, as well as the Navy, prisoners-of-war and
Fremantle fliers – pilots in a fledgling air force.
Accounts are evocative. They have been left as they
were written to ‘show the evident stress of battle and
the conditions the men served in’, but are very
readable, sensitively stitched together and interspersed
with explanatory material.

Perhaps the authors’ formal dedication of Encore to the
late Professor Bolton, captures the pithy essence of this
collection of obituaries:
This book is dedicated to Professor Geoffrey
Bolton AO, historian, teacher, biographer, friend.
Wise with words, wise beyond words.
The authors declare that their prime intention was to
tell a good story. In Encore that ‘good story’ has
become a very instructive compendium. Patrick cites
historian Stephanie Tarbin when noting that it is ‘an
unusual skill to connect with people in the past’. While
that observation was made in reflecting upon the life of
former UWA academic, Philippa Maddern, it can be
applied in full to this collation of essays, which
connects the reader to the state and the commonwealth
of the twentieth century and the international events
that impacted upon the lives of Western Australians.

A beautifully presented volume, with over two hundred
photographs, this book illustrates the value of detailed
research. It has comprehensive references,
bibliography and indexing, and informative footnoting
which gives personal details of each soldier and his
fate. This makes the book particularly satisfying – the
reader is left sometimes grieving, but not wondering.
We are provided with glimpses of so many lives. The
striking portrait on the cover is farrier and shoeing
smith John Harrison (10th Regiment), a robust family
man of nearly 36 when he enlisted in June 1915; dead
of pneumonia and buried at Port Said by August 1916.
Harry Waldon (11th Battalion) married Marie-Louise, a
mademoiselle from Armentieres, and then worked as a
gardener for the War Graves Commission in France.
He and his family were captured in World War II and
imprisoned by the Germans. He survived and resumed
his work, finally retiring in 1957. Peter Casserley (2nd
Light Railway Co), left Australia in June 1917 in a 13ship convoy and was impressed with the ‘rice &

Encore offers fifty obituaries, with the contributing
authors each selecting twenty-five. Many of the
names will be familiar to readers, including those of
past RWAHS presidents Geoffrey Bolton and Reg
Withers. Margaret Feilman, Harold Birch, Tom
Gibbons, Joy Bignell, David Blenkinsop, Reg Bolton,
Kira Bousloff, Murray Mason and Eric Silbert were
well known in the wider Perth community; and
Joseph Walley, Jan Omerod and John Toohey are
recognised for their promotion of Aboriginal culture.
The life story of Alice Murray, ‘centenarian of the
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they employed. The remainder consists of four chapters
which explore, in detail, the operation of the system,
and how the colonists negotiated with the governor and
the British government.

prunes, stewed rabbit as well as the gambling and
boxing concerts’ on board. Peter is significant in that
his death in 2005 ‘removed the last living link to a
Fremantle soldier of the Great War. All that now
remains are the words they left’. These words Andrew
Pittaway has used very effectively to make this book a
must-have for anyone with an interest in the Great
War, or in Fremantle, or indeed anyone who just wants
a good read!

Whether or not you agree with Andrew’s arguments,
you have to admire the amount and depth of the
research that he has done, and its thoroughness. He has
made extensive use of the manuscript records held by
the State Records Office WA as well as the
correspondence of the Colonial Office and the Home
Office, which is held in the National Archives in
London. He has quarried the Perth Gazette and the
Inquirer, a task which, before the advent of Trove,
entailed countless hours in front of a microfilm reader.
The printed works he cites include books, academic
theses and monographs, and articles in journals that
most WA historians have no occasion to read. In fact,
the book is worth buying just for the references and
bibliography.

A worthy winner of the published section of the
Fremantle History Awards 2016.
Andrew Gill, Convict Assignment in W estern
Australia. The Parkhurst ‘Apprentices’ 1842-1851,
Hesperian Press, Victoria Park, 2016. Originally
published 2004. In Library. SP $50 MP $47.50.
Reviewer: Ian Berryman
Between 1842 and 1849 the
British government exported
234 juvenile inmates of
Parkhurst Prison, on the Isle of
Wight, to Western Australia.
The aims of the project were to
provide labour for the colonists,
and to give the boys, aged
between 10 and 21, the
opportunity of a new start in a
new country.

My only grumble relates to its format and typography:
it is printed on A4 paper, with narrow margins on each
side; the text is single spaced, and in a small font. A
double column layout would have made the text easier
to read.
Perpetua Durack Clancy (ed.), Elizabeth Durack:
Art & Life – Selected Writings, Connor Court
Publishing Qld, 2016, 276 pp. In Library.
Reviewer: Dorothy Erickson

Andrew Gill, who describes himself as ‘a free lance
historian’ specialising in ‘the history of the criminal
injustice [sic] system and in labour history’, has done
an immense amount of research on the Parkhurst boys
over the past 35 years. His research has produced a
number of papers, and two books, both self-published:
Forced Labour for the West: Parkhurst Convicts
‘apprenticed’ in Western Australia 1842-1851, (1997)
about the boys who were sent from Parkhurst, and
Convict Assignment in Western Australia: the
Parkhurst ‘apprentices’ 1842-1851, (2004) a study of
the colonists who employed them. We are indebted to
Hesperian Press for reprinting the second book (with a
minor alteration to its title), and making Andrew’s work
more available to historians and independent scholars.

For anyone who grew up in Western Australia in the
mid-twentieth century there
were few greater icons than
Elizabeth and Mary Durack
and their books, such as The
Way of the Whirlwind with
stories by Mary and colourful
illustrations by Elizabeth.
They equated with Norman
Lindsay’s The Magic
Pudding and May Gibbs’
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie.
This book, compiled by her
daughter Perpetua, offers many insights into the
enigma that was Elizabeth yet leaves us wanting to
know more. It quotes from her diaries and letters, lists
her books, and provides excerpts from articles both
published and unpublished with short explanatory
notes. As Perpetua says in the introduction, ‘it has
turned out to be a bit of a hybrid – nine tenths
autobiography, the rest biography – albeit but a
fraction of the whole… the life and loneliness of the
long-distance artist’.

The book is not confined to its subject; it is also a
polemic, since Andrew argues (p.1) that it ‘offers a
chance to contest and refute two of the most cherished
orthodoxies of Western Australian history’, and he also
refers to the ‘avalanche of craven conformity’ displayed
by the State’s historians. He contends that, even though
Western Australia was not a penal colony until 1850,
the Parkhurst inmates sent here should be regarded as
convicts, since they were tried in British courts, and
sentenced to ‘transportation beyond the seas’.

Elizabeth, like Norman Lindsay, aspired to be more
than an illustrator and this gives us insight into the
complicated life and thoughts of an artist who was so

About half of the 240 pages of the book is a detailed
list of the colonists who employed the boys, and whom
9
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often at odds with the art world and her critics. It does
not shy away from the 1990s years, covering her early
concealment of the identity of her alter ego and daemon,
the Aboriginal painter Eddie Burrup, an identity that
seemed to possess her and tarnished her reputation.

arrive back (sometimes late) with salt and sand in
their hair. Tim writes about those beaches, the
undiscovered parts found by few of the people who
lived there. His book also takes us to the north of
Australia, to Europe, to coastal towns, some
charmless and unloved, to some undiscovered gems.

Elizabeth had showed nationally and internationally,
importantly being selected for the landmark ‘Recent
Australian Paintings’ exhibition at the Whitechapel
Gallery in London in 1961. Surely this was a mark of
her stature in the Australian art world and recognition
of her fresh and robust work, something that
unfortunately cannot be appreciated in this book with
only a few monochrome plates. Nevertheless there are
delightful and descriptive sections of prose showcasing
her facility with language. For instance, her description
of the weather in Perth:

The essays in this book salute some of his long-held
concerns – our lack of understanding of earlier
immigrants, here threaded with affectionate glimpses
of their love of the land, his sadness as vast tracts of
the Australian bush are swallowed by suburbia. He
writes of the ‘unbroken swathe of red roof tiles’ along
130km to the south and north of Perth.
Most planners, transport gurus and
environmental scientists agree that the sprawl is
socially and ecologically unsustainable...As a
result of such frenetic land-clearing the prospects
of several native species of mammals, reptiles
and birds look dim.

Windy in high summer when the
little boats tip and flounder in the
stiff sou’westerlies on the blue river
and the board sailors come to grief
in Matilda Bay.
Windy, windy in the wintertime when the
great surf pounds the beaches and the river
sprays high over its retaining walls.

He notes the defiant manner in which Australians still
plant lush lawns and European gardens in a wildly
inappropriate environment.
Tim Winton is shamelessly nostalgic about the
freedoms of an Australian childhood, the adventures
with parents who loved the country as much as he did.
(They crossed the Nullarbor Plain before it was
conquered by bitumen). He devotes some space to the
paradox of the motor vehicle, in many ways a
freedom wagon, allowing him to travel extraordinary
distances, as if Australia had been created with this
instrument in mind but also notes the obvious
negatives of the internal combustion engine.

I was surprised to find that, contrary to my belief,
Elizabeth had not grown up on her family’s Kimberley
stations but had gone to live there only at the
conclusion of her secondary education. At this time,
however, grounded in family lore and their years of
interaction, she did develop close personal
relationships with the Aboriginal people of Ivanhoe
and the other stations, and here also she had a fraught
love affair that ended when the young man died
tragically. This is alluded to as the precursor of
unspecified problems and a little more explanation in
some places could have assisted in following the
narrative of her rather peripatetic life.

He recalls the magic when he stops in the middle of a
seemingly empty landscape after a dusty day’s
driving. In a few minutes the bush around him comes
alive with the conversations of the local population.

The book is a taster for those who are interested in the
mind of this complex artist. It is best read in
conjunction with a volume showcasing her artwork.

Winton’s clear-eyed honesty about his life and work is
demonstrated in this book. After decades of success he
still sounds like the prodigy of Australian literature.

Tim Winton, Island Home: a landscape memoir,
Hamish Hamilton, Melbourne, 2015. In Library.

Bill Bunbury, Invisible Country, South West
Australia: Understanding a Landscape, UWA
Publishing, Nedlands, 2015. 254 pp, illustrations. In
Library. SP $30.

Reviewer: John McIlwraith
One thinks of fiction when
picking up a Winton book, but
also of the landscape of the
Australian soul. This is a sort of
travel book through the red dust
and blue fringe of Tim’s
Australia. There are no short cuts
though. Every sentence is crafted
with the same care as his stories;
every chapter is a small
adventure.

Reviewer: Hilaire Natt
First impressions by European
explorers (and later developers
and settlers) of southwest
Australia as a verdant land of
promise proved to be an illusion
and, for many, a baffling
disappointment. The indigenous
inhabitants were almost never
consulted. As author Bill Bunbury
puts it in his introduction: ‘It
struck me some time ago that that,
when Europeans first settled in
Western Australia, the land, particularly in the southwest had withheld many of its secrets’. He quotes
Charles Darwin arriving in Albany in 1832 and

I must declare an interest: I lived a long stroll from his
family home in an outer (as it was then) Perth suburb,
swam at the same beaches. He went to the same high
school as my children, a place so inculcated with surf
that some of the young teachers would load up their
cars with students and their boards at lunchtime and
10
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observing that ‘viewed from a distance, the bright green
of the brushwood and other plants seems to bespeak
fertility’. However the soil was in fact sandy and poor,
and ‘a single walk...will dispel such an illusion’. The
author argues that we need more than a single walk to
understand this complex landscape and unravel its
secrets – the qualities that make the country unique – as
he traces the changes in the land and its uses from prehistory, through Aboriginal history and then European
settlement to the present day.

were involved. Then follow the stories of individual
women. Below are some snippets from Western
Australia.
Jocelyn Davis of Tuart Hill was asked to be a dancing
hostess for the American and British sailors who came
into Fremantle port. The rules were strict – they were
not to go outside the hall, not to leave until the dance
was over and to dance with anyone who asked. A
guard manned the door and men were checked for
drunkenness before entry. The dances were first held in
the Red Cross centre and then later at service clubs.

Drawing on his wide experience as a documentary
broadcaster, historian and writer, Bill Bunbury has
combined careful factual research with the personal
insights and life experience of people involved in
caring for the land – farmers, environmentalists,
foresters, traditional owners and residents. After an
overview of the landscape and the historic changes
wrought by climatic and human interventions, he
discusses the changes in more detail in four studies of
different regions, contrasting the coastal plain between
Bunbury and Busselton, which has been extensively
developed, with the relatively unchanged area around
the Donnelly River, south and east of Busselton. Other
studies include land clearing on the south coast between
the Stirling Ranges and Esperance, and development of
forests in the southwest. Topics of salinity, evolving
water policies, forest management practices, climate
change, increasing urbanisation, the widening citycountry divide and the centrality of our relationship
with the land are all explored.

The stories in the medical section are heart-rending.
Edith Rawson, a VAD from Armadale, served with
troops in the Middle East, doing everything from
assisting cooks in the canteen to sewing for the men
and helping nurses in the tent hospitals. In 1942 she
wrote feelingly to her family ‘I’m in the land where
Christ was born – I wish to Christ I was in the land
where I was born’.
Una Abbott from Gnowangerup was at first kept at
home to help on the farm until two Italian Prisoners of
War were allotted. She then enrolled in the WAAAF,
just as her brother entered the RAAF. Una received
signals training at Point Cook, ‘the coldest place on
earth’. She then trained as a cypher assistant and was
promoted to Corporal before being sent to Melbourne
to enter the secret world of coding and decoding
messages. She was issued with a uniform, which had to
be worn ‘immaculately’, and was impressed by the fact
that when in uniform all travel on public transport was
free. She used this opportunity to visit relatives in
Bendigo.

This a thoughtful and thought-provoking study, a
compelling account of the southwest landscape and
how it has been transformed which will resonate with
many West Australians. In the final chapter ‘When will
we get it’, Bill Bunbury gathers suggestions for the
future, urging us to adapt and change our thinking and
relationship with the land.

The whole book reads very well. The author has
allowed the women to speak for themselves and has
cleverly interwoven the stories from each of the
Australian states and territories. These stories will help
writers and filmmakers in the future and they certainly
lend colour and reality to accounts of the war.

The book is well indexed with an extensive
bibliography and interesting illustrations.
Jacqueline Dinan, Between the Dances: W orld W ar
2 Women tell their Stories. Jane Curry Publishing,
2015. 390 pp. B/W illustrations.

A special thank you
to Library volunteer
Mike Taylor who
is the moving force
in setting up and
putting away the
chairs for all general
meetings, a big task
and an essential one.
All of us who arrive
and leave without
thinking about the
logistics of the
event are most
grateful! Mike was
also enthusiastic
supporter of the
Society’s display at
the Royal Show,
taking on two shifts.

Reviewer: Pamela Statham Drew
Jacqueline Dinan interviewed 300
women (or their next of kin) to
gather this compendium of
Australian women’s experiences
of the Second World War. In a
series of heart-tugging vignettes
her book shows how women from
around Australia contributed to
the overall outcome of the war.
The book is divided into four
parts: the home front, medical
work (nursing and aide work),
defence service in the Army, Navy and Air Force, and
other perspectives.

Each section has a brief historical preface explaining
the types of tasks and services in which the women
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Federation of Australian Historical Societies
The FAHS Outreach Officer’s History Clinic is Open
The Dr is in the house Tuesdays 1pm-4pm by appointment.
• Want help setting up email campaigns?
• Need advice on scanning, image resolution, data
management?
• Confused about how to develop an interpretation plan?
• Trying to sort out the web; Facebook; Flickr; Instagram?
Dr Bernadette Flynn is available at Histor y Clinic
to assist with practical questions about running your
historical society.
Lodge a request via email and book in for a session –
fahsbflynn@gmail.com
Sessions will be conducted online. Further Information
at fahsbflynn@gmail.com or phone 02 4377 1682

************
The FAHS has also created an excellent new resource
for societies around Australia – Local History and
Schools’ Curriculum, author ed by Ann Par r y.
The guidelines connect the schools’ curriculum with
resources available in local historical societies,
including suggestions about how they may be used by
teachers and societies, and provide pathways beyond
traditional approaches.
The curriculum guide was initiated, managed and
edited by Esther Davies, Canberra & District Historical
Society delegate FAHS, and Julia Ryan, President,
Canberra & District Historical Society and delegate to
FAHS.

Do go online and check it out!

Administrative Officer:
Assistant Admin Officer:
Editor History West:

Lynn O’Hara
Lesley Burnett
Dr Lenore Layman

The Society recently welcomed a group visit from the Kings Park
Volunteer Guides. Special thanks to Sue Clarke who guided the group
around Stirling House and our exhibition.

Diary Dates
Fri 9 Dec 6 to 8pm: Chr istmas Par ty
Nov Members’ discount code for eShop: Eyread11

The Society will be closed for
Christmas/New Year on and
from Thursday 22 December
and reopen on 9 January 2017
If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact us (9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!

Opinions expressed in History W est are not necessarily those of the Royal WA Historical Society (Inc.)

